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We have investigated the effects of GaAs substrate misorientation on strain relaxation in
InxGa12xAs films and multilayers. Our calculations of shear stresses due to misfit strain, resolved on
the glide plane in the glide direction, reveal that thea andb 60° slip systems are influenced in a
nearly identical fashion, for all substrate misorientation directions. Thus, classical models for
nucleation and glide of 60° dislocations predict that a substrate misorientation will not influence the
degree of^110& asymmetry in strain relaxation in lattice-mismatched zincblende semiconductor
films. Contrary to these predictions, our experimental results reveal asymmetries in strain relaxation
~for partially relaxed single layers! which favor those dislocations aligned with the offcut axis.
These asymmetries depend on the substrate misorientation and growth temperature, and are not
easily explained by differences in the intrinsic core properties ofa andb dislocations. Furthermore,
in fully relaxed multilayers~grown at lower temperatures!, and single layers~grown at higher
temperatures!, epilayer tilt which increases the (111)B substrate miscut is observed. In the
multilayers, this behavior is found to be correlated with the presence of micron-scale surface facets.
We consider possible explanations for these results, including nucleation of partial dislocations,
interaction of gliding threading dislocations, and strain relaxation predominated by forward and
backward glidinga threading dislocation segments. Together, these results support the conclusion
that local surface or interface step morphologies are more important than bulk stress effects in
determining misfit dislocation formation in the InGaAs/GaAs system. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-8979~98!03310-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In lattice-mismatched III-V compounds, with mismatc
less than about 1.5%, strain relaxation occurs primarily
the formation of 60°a/2 ^110& $111% misfit dislocations.
These glide to the interface on$111% planes, where their
Burger’s vector,a/2 ^110&, makes a 60° angle with the^110&
line direction. The dislocations have edge and screw t
interfacial components, and a tilt component perpendicu
to the interface. If all possible dislocations are generated w
equal probability, the screw and tilt components cancel o
leaving a net misfit component which relaxes the str
equally in both ^110& directions. However, in zincblend
crystals, two types of 60° dislocations are possible,a andb,

which have@ 1̄10# and@110# line directions at compressivel
stressed interfaces, presumably with Ga- and As-based c
The different core structures ofa andb dislocations are ex-
pected to lead to significant differences in activation energ

a!Electronic mail: rsgold@engin.umich.edu
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for dislocation nucleation and glide. In undoped andn-type
GaAs, it has been found experimentally thata dislocations
have a higher glide velocity thanb dislocations.1,2 Thus, it is
not surprising thata dislocations are often reported to form
first during strain relaxation atn-type InGaAs/GaAs
interfaces.3 However, several recent reports ofn-type growth
of InGaAs on misoriented GaAs substrates have indica
the opposite result, a higher density ofb than a misfit
dislocations.4–6

A substrate misorientation changes the angle betw
the stress due to the interfacial misfit strain and the$111% slip
planes, increasing or decreasing the resolved shear s
~RSS! on each dislocation slip system. This is illustrated
Fig. 1 for a substrate misorientation towards (111)A. Slip
systems with a higher RSS will experience a lower activat
energy for nucleation7–9 and a higher glide velocity10–12and
therefore are expected to dominate nucleation and glide
cesses. In addition, the higher RSS is predicted to lead to
preferential formation of dislocations with a specific out-o
plane Burger’s vector component~tilt component!, resulting
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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in epilayer tilt.12 The tilt generated bya andb dislocations
will be in proportion to the substrate offcut resolved in t
@110# and @ 1̄10# directions, respectively. Furthermore, th
tilt will rotate the epilayer in a direction such that the su
strate miscut is reduced, as shown in the schematic of Fig
In most investigations of epilayer tilting in partially relaxe
systems, the observations are consistent with the predict
from such RSS analyses. However, the effects of misor
tation on the RSS of thea andb slip systems has not bee
considered explicitly in the literature and limited attenti
has been paid to the effects of the misorientationdirectionon
strain relaxation in general.9,12

For a misorientation towards~011!, it is evident that the
RSS are identical for thea and b slip systems,13 since the
~011! miscut can be decomposed into equal component
the @ 1̄10# and @110# directions. However, the effect is les
obvious for the$111% offcuts. At first glance, it might seem
that the (111)A offcut would only change the RSS of thea
slip systems and that the (111)B offcut would only change
the RSS of theb slip systems. However, since each Burge
vector makes a 60° angle with â110& line direction, its
position with respect to the interface plane is affected
both (111)A and (111)B misorientations. We show in thi
article that the number of 60° slip systems with a higher
lower RSS and the magnitude of change in each case

FIG. 1. Perspective of$111% slip planes for an~001! substrate misoriented
by d towards (111)A. The geometry of the Burgers vectors 1–4 are sho

for a dislocation with a@ 1̄10# line direction.

FIG. 2. Schematic of incoherent tilt. The epilayer planes tilt in the direct
opposite of the substrate miscut, with the formation of both misfit and
dislocations.
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similar for thea andb slip systems, independent of misor
entation direction.~In fact, for $111% offcuts, there is an un-
expected slightly higher calculated RSS for dislocations w
lines perpendicular to the offcut axis. In other words, t
RSS of theb anda slip systems are highest for the (111)A
and (111)B offcuts, respectively.! Consequently, classica
models for dislocation nucleation and glide predict nea
symmetric strain relaxation for all substrate misorientat
directions, and epilayer tilt about the offcut axis in a dire
tion such that it reduces the substrate miscut.

We also describe our experimental investigations of
effects of substrate misorientation on strain relaxation
single and multilayer InGaAs-based heterostructures. It w
be clear that the predictions based on our RSS calculat
for 60° a andb dislocation slip systems cannot explain ma
of our results. In partially relaxed, single layer InGaAs/Ga
structures, we observe tilt which rotates the epilayer to
duce the substrate misorientation. However, the axis of
layer tilt varies from the expected alignment with the su
strate offcut axis, indicating an asymmetry in epilayer t
Also, for the highest growth temperatures investigated, thb
tilt is largest for the smallestb substrate offcut. Furthermore
we observe asymmetric relaxation whose polarity~morea or
b dislocations! depends on the direction of the substra
offcut. In all cases, the strain relaxation and tilt asymmetr
are sensitive to the growth temperature and increase with
magnitude of substrate misorientation. In multilayer InGa
structures, grown at lower temperatures, the strain relaxa
is nearly complete and symmetric. In these structures,
layer tilt associated witha misfit dislocations decreases th
substrate miscut, as expected, while tilt associated witb
misfit initially does the same, but as the composition is
creased, the tilt unexpectedly reverses direction toincrease
the miscut. The tilt reversal is observed to be correlated w
the presence of surface facets. Since these results are
explained by RSS arguments, we consider the role of pa
dislocations, dislocation interactions, and surface morph
ogy on the nucleation and glide of 60° dislocations.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we outlin
calculations of stresses on dislocations due to misfit str
~The details are given in the Appendix.! Section III describes
procedures used for the experimental studies, including
lecular beam epitaxial~MBE! growth, high resolution x-ray
diffraction, and atomic force microscopy~AFM!. In Sec. IV,
strain relaxation data and AFM images of surface morph
ogy are presented and discussed. Conclusions are give
Sec. V.

II. RESOLVED SHEAR STRESS CALCULATIONS

For a given slip system, the shear stress due to m
strain, resolved on the glide plane, in the glide directio
produces a force on a dislocation. The RSS affects b
nucleation of dislocation loops and glide of threading dis
cations. The activation energy for nucleation is invers
proportional to the RSS,7–9 and the glide velocity is directly
proportional to the RSS.10,11 There is also evidence that th
activation energy for glide is dependent on the RSS.14 Thus,

t
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TABLE I. Calculated Schmid factors for the eight slip systems of the~001! compressively stressed zincblend
semiconductor interface, with 60, 30, and 90° dislocations. Two misorientation directions, (111)A and~011! are
tabulated, each with an offcut of 2°@(111)B is a 90° rotation of (111)A#. The Schmid factors for zero offcut ar
0.4083, 0.2357, and 0.4714 for 60°, 30°, and 90° dislocations, respectively.

Dislocation Line Burger’s Vector Glide Plane Tilt Component

Misorientation

(111)A ~011!

@ 1̄10# ~a! ~1! 60° a/2@101̄# ~111! down 0.4173 0.4220

30° a/6@211# 0.2409 0.2521
90° a/6@112̄# 0.4819 0.4788

~2! 60° a/2@011̄# ~111! down 0.4173 0.4073

30° a/6@ 1̄21̄# 0.2409 0.2266

90° a/6@112̄# 0.4819 0.4788

~3! 60° a/2@101# (111) up 0.3972 0.3935
30° a/6@21̄1# 0.2293 0.2193

90° a/6@112# 0.4586 0.4623
~4! 60° a/2@011# (111) up 0.3972 0.4073

30° a/6@ 1̄21# 0.2293 0.2431

90° a/6@112# 0.4586 0.4623
@110# ~b! ~5! 60° a/2@ 1̄01̄# (1̄11) down 0.4178 0.4220

30° a/6@211# 0.2529 0.2521
90° a/6@ 1̄12̄# 0.4708 0.4788

~6! 60° a/2@011̄# (1̄11) down 0.3977 0.4073

30° a/6@121̄# 0.2179 0.2266

90° a/6@ 1̄12̄# 0.4708 0.4788

~7! 60° a/2@ 1̄01# (11̄1) up 0.3977 0.3935

30° a/6@211# 0.2179 0.2193
90° a/6@ 1̄12# 0.4708 0.4623

~8! 60° a/2@011# (11̄1) up 0.4178 0.4073

30° a/6@121# 0.2529 0.2431
90° a/6@ 1̄12# 0.4708 0.4623
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it is expected that the slip system with the greatest RSS
dominate both nucleation and glide processes.

The RSS on each slip system is determined by tra
forming the stress tensor from the cartesian coordinate
tem into a new coordinate system wherex8 corresponds to
the glide direction andz8 to the glide plane normal.10 In the
general case, the stress tensor in the coordinate system o
slip system iss i j8 5Til Tjms lm , where s lm are the applied
stresses, andTil and Tjm are the matrices which transform
the coordinate system of the applied stress to that of the
system. In this case, a finite stress tensor is generated b
misfit strain at the InGaAs/GaAs interface which produces
in-plane biaxial compressive stresss5s115s22. The com-
ponent of the stress tensor which corresponds to the stres
the glide plane in the glide direction~the RSS! is equal to
s328 5(T31T211T32T22)s. The factor in brackets is often
called the ‘‘Schmid factor.’’15

In zincblende and diamond cubic semiconductors, th
are 8 unique 60°a/2 ^110& $111% slip systems, as listed in
Table I. We note that the line direction is chosen to g
dislocation slip systems~with the indicated Burger’s vecto
and slip plane! which relieve compressive strain. An equiv
lent set of 8 slip systems have dislocation lines, Burge
vectors, and slip planes of opposite sign. However, if
sign of the dislocation line is reversed, while the Burge
vector and slip plane remain fixed, the resulting 8 slip s
tems add strain to a compressively stressed system. We
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calculated the Schmid factors for each compressive st
relieving 60° dislocation slip system, and its associated
and 90° partial dislocation slip systems, for misorientatio
towards ~011! and (111)A @the RSS for (111)B is a 90°
rotation of (111)A#. The details of these calculations are pr
sented in the appendix. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show plots of
the calculated Schmid factor versus offcut angle towa
~011! and (111)A, respectively, for the 60° slip system
Table I lists the numerical values of the Schmid factors
each slip system, for the most common substrate misorie
tion, 2°. In each case, the Schmid factor of a few of the s
systems increases with offcut angle. These systems will h
the highest RSS and therefore are expected to dominate
nucleation and glide processes. In the plot, systems 1–4
5–8 area andb slip systems, respectively.

Considering first 60° dislocations for~011! miscuts, slip
systems 1 and 5 have the highest Schmid factors, while 3
7 have the lowest Schmid factors. Since 1 and 3 area dis-
locations, and 5 and 7 areb dislocations, an equal number o
a and b systems with higher or lower Schmid factors a
expected, and the relaxation is expected to be isotropic.
thermore, since systems 1 and 5 both have ‘‘down’’ tilt co
ponents, nonzero epilayer tilt is expected in both^110& direc-
tions, resulting in epilayer tilt about the@010# axis. In other
words, for ~011! offcuts, RSS arguments predict symmetr
relaxation and epilayer tilt about the offcut axis.
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For (111)A miscuts, systems 1, 2, 5, and 8 have high
Schmid factors, while 3, 4, 6, and 7 have lower Schm
factors. In fact, systems 5 and 8, which areb dislocations,
have slightly higher Schmid factors than systems 1 and
which area dislocations. Thus, for (111)A miscuts,b dislo-
cations have a higher Schmid factor than that of thea dislo-
cations. Similarly, for (111)B offcuts,a dislocations have a
higher Schmid factor than that of theb dislocations.

If nucleation and glide of 60° dislocations is controlle
simply by the RSS, the relaxation of strain is expected
occur with a preference for those dislocations with line
rections perpendicular to the offcut axis~i.e., b anda dislo-
cations for (111)A and (111)B offcuts, respectively!. Re-
garding the expected tilt for (111)A offcuts, systems 5 and 8
have ‘‘down’’ and ‘‘up’’ tilt components which cancel eac
other, resulting in nob epilayer tilt. Meanwhile, systems
and 2 both have ‘‘down’’ tilt components, resulting in no
zero a epilayer tilt. Similar arguments hold for the (111)B
miscut, with the directions rotated by 90°, i.e., nonzerob
epilayer tilt is expected. Therefore, for$111% offcuts, epilayer
tilt about the offcut axis and anisotropic strain relaxation
opposite polarity may be expected for the direct nucleat
of 60° dislocations, or for relaxation limited by the glide
60° dislocations.

We also consider the RSS for partial dislocations. F
30° partials, theb and a dislocations have the highes
Schmid factors for (111)A and (111)B miscuts, respectively
Thus, anisotropic relaxation of opposite polarity may be
pected for nucleation dependent on 30° partials. For 90°
tials, the situation is reversed—thea andb dislocations have
the highest Schmid factors for (111)A and (111)B miscuts,

FIG. 3. Schmid factors for 60° dislocation slip systems, as a function
offcut angle towards~a! ~011! and ~b! (111)A. The slip systems are num
bered according to the notation used in Tables I–V. Systems 1–4 and
area andb dislocations, respectively.
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respectively. Therefore, if the formation of 60° dislocatio
depends on the nucleation of 90° partial dislocations, as
recently proposed,16 the strain relaxation would be expecte
to be anisotropic, with morea andb dislocations for (111)A
and (111)B offcuts, respectively.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

We grew epitaxial InGaAs/GaAs samples by soli
source MBE on semi-insulating~undoped! and n-doped
~;231018 cm23) GaAs~001! substrates, intentionally mis
oriented 2–10° towards the (111)A, (111)B, and ~011!
planes. The semi-insulating substrates~2° offcut!, with etch
pit densities,53103/cm2, were epi-ready~and therefore
required noex situsurface preparation!, while then-doped
substrates~miscut 2–10°!, with etch pit densities,5
3102/cm2, were etched prior to growth, usin
NH3OH:H2O2:H2O ~5:2:10! followed by HCl. The GaAs
growth rate, set at 0.9mm/hr, was determined from intensit
oscillations of the specular beam of the reflection high
ergy electron diffraction~RHEED! pattern. The indium
fluxes were chosen to yield specific In compositions w
As4/ group III beam equivalent pressure ratios of 35 to 4
The In compositions and layer thicknesses were confirm
by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry. Cross section
the targeted structures for single layer and multilay
samples are shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respectively. For
the single layer samples, the structures consisted of 200–
nm Si-doped (Nd;1017 cm23) InxGa12xAs (0.10<x
<0.13) grown on semi-insulating andn-doped substrates
The GaAs and InGaAs layers were grown at 580 and 49
535 °C, respectively. The sample thicknesses and In com
sitions were chosen, based on earlier work, to be above
critical thickness while providing partial strain relaxation3

The layers were doped to facilitate cathodoluminesce
measurements.17 The relaxed multilayer samples consisted
a modulation-doped heterostructure grown on a ‘‘stack’’ o
increasing In composition InxGa12xAs (0.10<x<0.50), 200
nm thick, undoped single layers~i.e., a compositionally step
graded buffer!, grown on semi-insulating substrates. T
GaAs, step-graded buffer, and modulation-doped hete
structure were grown at 580, 350, and 450 °C, respectiv
~Since the growth of modulation-doped heterostruct
lasted about ten minutes, the step-graded layers were e

f

–8

FIG. 4. Cross sections of the targeted layer structures for~a! single
InxGa12xAs layers and~b! compositionally graded InxGa12xAs multilayer
structures.
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TABLE II. Summary of strain relaxation data for single InxGa12xAs (0.10<x<0.13) layers grown in the
temperature range 495–535°C. The films grown on semi-insulating andn-type substrates had thicknesses
250 and 200 nm, respectively. Listed are the growth temperature,T, the In mole fraction,x, the components of
the substrate offcut towards the (111)A and (111)B planes, the strain relaxation with respect to the substr
R, and epilayer tilt,V, in both ^110& directions.

Growth T
~°C!

Substrate
doping

In Fraction
x

Substrate Offcut~°! R ~%! V ~°!

(111)A (111)B @110# @ 1̄10# @110# @ 1̄10#

535 S.I. 0.10 0 2.0 55 63 0.08 0.04
0.10 1.4 1.4 57 43 0.15 0.08
0.10 2.0 0 47 15 0.15 0.10

515 S.I. 0.12 0 2.0 44 39 0.02 0.13
0.12 1.4 1.4 63 63 0.21 0.04
0.12 2.0 0 60 58 0.16 0

495 S.I. 0.13 0 2.0 72 84 0.06 0.10
0.13 1.4 1.4 85 69 0.17 0.06
0.13 2.0 0 96 41 0.11 0.03

495 n 0.11 2 0 38 35 0.14 0.04
0.13 4 0 78 59 0.17 0.02
0.13 6 0 84 57 0.19 0.04
0.11 8 0 51 32 0.24 0.04
0.11 10 0 77 23 0.24 0.05

495 n 0.12 0 4 44 69 0.003 0.19
0.13 0 6 54 95 0.03 0.21
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tively annealed at 450° for ten minutes.! The 1 mm thick
undoped step-graded buffer relaxes the 3.5% latt
mismatch strain between the GaAs substrate and modula
doped heterostructure, providing a suitable substrate for
timum electronic properties.18 At each interface in the step
graded buffer, the mismatch was;1.5%, similar to the
single layer case.

High resolution x-ray diffraction measurements we
performed in order to determine the in-plane and out-
plane d-spacings of the films and multilayers, from whic
the alloy composition, lattice mismatch, and residual str
in the layers were determined. X-ray rocking curves~XRC!
of the partially relaxed samples were measured with
double-crystal diffractometer using CuKa radiation mono-
chromated by a four-reflection Bartels monochromat
which employs Ge~220! reflections in the~1,2,2,1! con-
figuration. Two sets of reflections, the symmetric~004! and
the glancing incidence~224! and/or ~115! were measured
The ~004! rocking curves were recorded at several azimut
angles to obtain the angle of rotation of the epilayer pla
about an in-plane axis~epilayer tilt!. In order to determine
the in-plane unit cell dimensions, off-axis rocking curves
different azimuthal angles were also measured. In m
cases, the~224! reflections were chosen since they are m
sensitive to in-plane lattice mismatch.19 An orthorhombic
crystal symmetry was assumed in the analysis. We note
these conventional rocking curve measurements rely on
substrate lattice constant as an internal standard. We
taken extreme care in alignment and centering of the sam
in order to eliminate possible samplings of different sam
regions during the azimuthal rotation.20

For single and multilayer structures, double-crystal x-r
diffraction peaks are significantly broadened due to mos
tilts associated with relaxation. To resolve the individu
steps in the compositionally graded epilayers, triple-axis
-
n-
p-

-

n
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r,

l
s

t
st
t
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ve
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ray measurements were performed at Beamline X18A at
National Synchrotron Light Source~NSLS! at Brookhaven
National Laboratory. The wavelength of incident radiati
was selected to be 1.653 Å using a double-crystal Si~111!
monochromator. The samples were mounted onto a six-ci
Huber diffractometer and the signal was collected by
Ge~111! analyzer crystal and scintillation counter. Conto
maps were performed near the~004! and~224! Bragg peaks.
These contour maps consisted of a series ofv-2u scans, with
the same initial value of 2u ~angle between incident x-ra
beam and detector! and a range of initial values ofv ~angle
between the incident beam and sample!. The~004! and~224!
d-spacings of each epilayer in the multilayer structure w
determined from this data. In this case, there is no inter
standard needed, and each measurement corresponds
absolute lattice parameter measurement.20,21

AFM measurements of the surfaces of the multilay
structures were undertaken using a Digital Instrume
Nanoscope II, in contact mode with a constant net force
the range 30–100 nN, using Si3N4 probe tips.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Single layers

Table II summarizes the strain relaxation data for sin
InxGa12xAs (0.10<x<0.13) layers, grown at 495–535 °C
on the semi-insulating~SI! andn-doped substrates with vari
ous misorientations. The table lists the growth temperat
T, the In mole fraction,x, components of substrate offcu
towards the (111)A and (111)B planes, the strain relaxatio
with respect to the substrate,R, and epilayer tilt,V, in the
@110# and@ 1̄10# directions. In eacĥ110& direction,R ranged
from 35 to 96%, whileV ranged from 0 to 0.24°. If the
interfacial compressive strain relaxes entirely via the mi
~edge! component of 60° dislocations, the misfit dislocatio
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density in eacĥ110& direction isD5(2&/a)e, wheree is
the relaxed strain, anda is the unstrained epilayer lattic
constant. Thus, the calculated linear density of 60° dislo
tions ranges from 0.25 to 2.03105/cm. This is equivalent to
areal dislocation densities ranging from 0.5 to 4
3105/cm2. However, the etch pit densities of the substra
are ,53103/cm2, which is 2–3 orders of magnitude les
than the density of dislocations required for the measu
relaxation. Thus, new dislocations must have formed
nucleation and/or multiplication mechanisms.16,22–24For the
layers grown on semi-insulating substrates, smallerR is ob-
served forx50.10 and 0.12 in comparison withx50.13, as
expected for the lower indium compositions.4 The layers
grown onn-type substrates also follow this trend, althou
the averageR is reduced. This is due in part to a reduc
layer thickness~200 nm!. It is also possible that the substra
doping and/or surface preparation contribute to the chang
magnitude of strain relaxation.

From the magnitude of the tilt angle,V, the fraction of
60° dislocations with an out-of-plane Burger’s vector in
preferred direction can be calculated using (2/a)sinV, where
a is the unstrained epilayer lattice constant. For the high
V, 0.24°, 7.353104/cm dislocations, or 49% of the Burger’
vectors have a preferred out-of-plane component. In
single layer samples, the tilt rotated the epilayer in a dir
tion such that the substrate miscut was reduced, as expe
from RSS models discussed in the previous section.

Asymmetries inR and/orV are observed in all of the
samples. Thex50.12 layers grown atT5515 °C on semi-
insulating substrates come closest to following the pred
tions of RSS models. They have symmetricR for all misori-
entations and the tilt generally increases with offcut ang
except for thea tilt, which is unexpectedly high for the~011!
offcut. ~Actually, the higha tilt for the ~011! offcut occurs
for all the growth temperatures investigated.! For growth at
T5535 °C, the strain relaxation is predominantly symm
ric; a tilt increases with offcut angle, butb tilt unexpectedly
decreases with offcut angle. Thus, forT5535 °C growth,
asymmetric relaxation and epilayer tilt do not always oc
simultaneously. For example, thex50.10 sample grown on
2° (111)B miscut is more relaxed in the@ 1̄10# direction ~b
dislocations!, but has largera tilt. For the lowest growth
temperature,T5495 °C, the magnitude of strain relaxatio
and epilayer tilt increase with offcut angle, and a large asy
metry in strain relaxation is observed. For offcuts up to
the strain relaxation asymmetry is largest for (111)A com-
pared with (111)B offcuts. For miscuts greater than 2°, th
amount of asymmetry in strain relaxation is roughly equiv
lent for the (111)A and (111)B miscuts, and increases wit
misorientation towards both (111)A and (111)B.

These observations, including the fact that a (111B
miscut results in moreb relaxation, are not predicted by RS
models, as shown by the calculations in Sec. II and the
pendix. For 60° dislocations, the number of slip syste
which have a higher or lower Schmid factor are nearly id
tical for thea andb slip systems~corresponding to the@110#
and@ 1̄10# relaxation directions!. Furthermore, the asymme
ric relaxation cannot be explained by intrinsic differenc
betweena and b dislocations,1,2,13 such as core energies
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Peierls barriers contributing to higher glide velocities ofa
dislocations~in comparison tob dislocations!, since in these
cases, a higher density ofa dislocations, independent of sub
strate misorientation, would be expected. Since we ob
more b dislocations for (111)B misorientations, alternative
explanations must be considered.

As discussed in Sec. II, for 30° and 90° partial disloc
tions, the number of slip systems which have a high
Schmid factor are not identical for thea andb slip systems.
The a and b 90° partial dislocation slip systems have th
highest RSS for (111)A and (111)B miscuts, respectively
Therefore, our observations of asymmetric relaxation w
higherb relaxation for the (111)B offcut would be predicted
by RSS models if relaxation was controlled by the formati
of 90° partials. This was also the conclusion in the transm
sion electron microscopy work of Chenet al.16 If nucleation
is controlled by partial dislocation nucleation in diamon
cubic semiconductor systems, then similar arguments wo
predict asymmetric relaxation in SiGe/Si. To our knowledg
asymmetric relaxation in SiGe/Si has not been observed,
studies of$111% offcuts have also not been reported.

In zincblende and diamond cubic semiconductors, 6
dislocations have been observed@with high resolution trans-
mission electron microscopy~TEM!# to be dissociated into
30 and 90° partial dislocations, separated by a stack
fault.25 The two partial dislocation lines lie parallel to eac
other on the$111% glide plane, with one below the other wit
respect to the surface. The relative location of the 30 and
partials at the interface depends on the sign of the interfa
strain. In compressively stressed systems such as InG
GaAs~001!, the 30° partial dislocation lies furthest from th
surface.16,25 On the other hand, in tensile stressed syste
such as Si/GaP~001!, the 90° partial is furthest from the
surface.25 In InGaAs/GaAs, the stacking fault width is typ
cally on the order of 5 nm,26 whereas in Si/GaP, the stackin
fault may cover the entire film thickness.25 These observa-
tions suggest that in compressively stressed systems, n
ation of the 30° partial dislocation is quickly followed b
nucleation of the 90° partial dislocation, while in tensi
stressed systems, nucleation of the 90° partial disloca
occurs first, and is not necessarily followed by nucleation
the 30° partial dislocation. Thus, in a compressively stres
system, it is expected that the rate limiting step for str
relaxation is nucleation of the 30° partial dislocation. On t
other hand, if the strain relaxation is limited by nucleation
the 90° partial dislocation, then nucleation of 30° partial d
locations cannot obey the standard stress and temper
dependence. Instead, their formation would be limited by
extrinsic effect occuring during growth, such as the form
tion of In clusters6,16 or stress concentrations at step edge8

Several groups have reported correlations between s
relaxation and surface morphology.4,27,28The magnitude and
direction of GaAs substrate misorientation determine
density and edge termination~Ga or As! of surface and bur-
ied interfacial steps. During the growth of GaAs with a (
34) surface reconstruction, the standard conditions
MBE growth of GaAs, the As-dimers line up along the@110#
in-plane direction.29 Scanning tunneling microscopy studie
have indicated that under these conditions,A-type ~Ga-
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terminated! steps will elongate and smoothen, whileB-type
~As-terminated! steps will become jagged such that loca
they consist of bothA- andB-type steps.29 Previously, for 2°
offcuts, we suggested that this local asymmetry inA- and
B-type step edges was correlated with the degree of as
metric strain relaxation.4 Our experimental results in this a
ticle expand on the number of samples and range of subs
offcuts investigated. In all cases, the trend of increas
asymmetry with offcut towards (111)A and (111)B is evi-
dent. These results suggest that the nucleation and/or glid
dislocations in the partially relaxed single layers are infl
enced by surface or interface step densities. For exam
heterogeneous nucleation of dislocations or dislocation m
tiplication might preferentially occur at step-edges or In clu
ters associated with steps.6,30 In addition, glide of disloca-
tions may be facilitated by nucleation of atomic-scale kin
which would be affected by surface or interface st
densities.11,31

Note that the average relaxation is similar for samp
grown at the same temperature. For example, layers grow
T5495 °C with an In concentration of 13% have the larg
asymmetries, yet a similar average relaxation of 7364%.
The similar average relaxation might be explained by a d
location nucleation mechanism that is independent of mis
If this is true, then the large asymmetries would be explain
by glide velocities which are sensitive to misorientatio
Therefore, we consider possible mechanisms which are
ited by dislocation glide. One possible explanation involv
the effect of substrate miscut on the interaction of slip s
tems. We note that recent computations of dislocation in
actions in strained layers indicate negligibile dislocati
blocking resulting from dislocation interactions.32 However,
the calculations considered only a diamond cubic semic
ductor, SiGe, grown on a singular Si surface. In our case,
different core structures present in III-V compounds and
presence of the miscut may lead to significant effects fr
interacting dislocations. As mentioned earlier,a dislocations
have been reported to have a higher glide velocity thab
dislocations in undoped andn-type GaAs. If this trend holds
in ternary alloys such as InGaAs,a thread segments woul
be expected to dominate the relaxation process in
samples discussed in this article. Using the Schmid fac
tabulated in Table I, we consider the possible impacts o
offcuts on relaxation limited by interaction of slip system
For the (111)A miscut, the twoa slip systems with the high
est RSS share the same glide plane,~111!, while the twob
slip systems with highest RSS have different glide plan

(1̄11) and (11̄1). Since glide ofb thread segments can oc

cur on both (1̄11) and (11̄1), it is possible that the glidingb
threads will interact more often than glidinga threads,
thereby reducing the amount of glide and the resultingb

misfit dislocation length and strain relaxation in the@ 1̄10#
direction. Meanwhile, glide of thea thread segments occur
predominantly on~111!; the resultinga misfit dislocation
length and strain relaxation in the@110# direction are ex-
pected to be greater in this case. As a result, an asymmet
relaxation would occur with highera than b relaxation, as
observed. Similar arguments hold for (111)B offcuts, with
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the directions reversed. For~011! offcuts, only one slip sys-
tem for thea andb systems has the highest RSS~systems 1
and 5!. Thus, we include the effects of those slip syste
with the second highest Schmid factors: 2,4,6, and 8. Si
glide of a thread segments can occur on both~111! and

(11̄1), and glide ofb thread segments can occur on bo

(1̄11) and (11̄1), it is likely that the glidinga andb thread
segments will interact, resulting in reduced glide and mi

dislocation length in both@110# and@ 1̄10# directions. In this
case, asymmetric relaxation might be explained by the
duced velocity of glidingb thread segments in compariso
with gliding a thread segments in ourn-type material.

A second glide-limited mechanism is related to the o
entation and type of thread segments associated with m
dislocations, as shown in Fig. 5. Forward oriented thre
segments, shown in Fig. 5~a!, have the same character~i.e.,a
or b! as the misfit segments or are screw segments.33 Back-
ward oriented thread segments, shown in Fig. 5~b!, have the
opposite character as the misfit dislocations, or are sc
segments. It is possible forb misfit dislocations to form by
forward glide ofb thread segments or by backwards glide
a thread segments.34,35 For this mechanism, the forward an
backward gliding threads would be subject to the effects
interacting slip systems described in the previous paragra
In this case, asymmetric relaxation might be explained b
lower velocity of backglidinga thread segments in compar
son with forward glidinga thread segments. This mechanis
also provides an explanation for the exceptionally higha tilt
observed for~011! miscuts at all growth temperatures stu
ied. For the~011! misorientation, the one slip system wit
the highest RSS~system 1 fora, system 5 forb! probably
dominates the initial relaxation process. If forward glidinga
thread segments have higher glide velocities than backg
ing a thread segments, the resultinga misfit dislocation
length anda tilt component are expected to be greatest
this case.

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of~a! forward and~b! backward glide
segments. The forward glide, backward glide, and misfit segments ar
beled F, B, and M, respectively. For the forward glide segments in~a!, one
segment has the same character~i.e., a or b! as the misfit segment and th
other is a screw segment. In~b!, the backward glide segments, one segme
has the opposite character as the misfit segment and one is a screw seg
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B. Multilayers

We have also investigated strain relaxation in multilay
InGaAs structures grown~at low temperatures! on substrates
misoriented by 2° towards (111)A, (111)B, and~011!. The
strain relaxation in these structures is nearly complete
symmetric, similar to other step-graded InxGa12xAs samples
grown at this low temperature~350 °C! on nominally flat
substrates.18,36We note that the growth temperature for the
multilayers is significantly lower than that during the grow
of the single layers which exhibited asymmetric relaxat
(T5495– 515 °C). Also, in earlier work, step-graded buffe
grown in the 495–515 °C temperature range exhibited as
metric relaxation.37 At the lower temperatures used for the
multilayers, different surface reconstructions38 and
off-stoichiometries39 which may impact dislocation nucle
ation often occur. Furthermore, dislocation motion is gen
ally a thermally activated process. Thus, it is likely that t
mechanisms of strain relaxation are significantly affected
the growth temperature.

The epilayer tilt results for the multilayer samples grow
on offcut substrates have similarities and differences in co
parison to other step-graded samples grown~at 350 °C! on
nominally flat substrates.18,36 On one hand, tilt associate
with a misfit dislocations always decreases the (111)A mis-
cut, as is the case for the other low temperature multilay
On the other hand, tilt associated withb misfit dislocations
initially decreases the (111)B miscut, but at the interface
between the first and second steps of the buffer, corresp
ing to In mole fraction.0.2, the tilt reverses direction t
increase the miscut again. A similar effect occurs for
single layers grown at 535 °C, where the netb tilt decreases
with offcut angle, as was shown in Table II.

Figure 6 shows some of the contour maps from trip
axis x-ray diffraction measurements. In the plots, they axis
r
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y
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e
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corresponds tou, and thex axis isvmid , the center value in
eachv-2u scan. Plotted in this manner, they axis is a mea-
sure ofd-spacing variations, and thex axis is a measure o
lattice plane tilt. The contours are lines of equal intens
varying from 1000 to 5000 counts/sec, in increments of 10
counts/sec. The contours displayed were chosen to em
size the peak positions of all the layers.

The results of the analysis of the data from the
multilayer structures are summarized in Table III. The ta
lists the layer No., In mole fractionx, epilayer tilt with re-
spect to the substrateV, epilayer tilt with respect to previous
layer, Vn21 ~this corresponds to the amount by which t
substrate miscut is changed, with the convention that a p
tive value corresponds to a reduction in offcut!, and the ef-
fective offcut of the sample. The In compositions in ea
layer are 0.13, 0.23, 0.32, 0.41, and 0.5060.01, respectively.
Not shown in the table is the strain relaxation, which
nearly complete and symmetric, to within experimental err
in the in-planê 110& directions. In each layer, the strain re
laxation with respect to the substrate ranges from 83 to
65% and that with respect to the in-plane lattice constan
the previous layer ranges from 57 to 9065%. Thus, the
relaxation decreases towards the surface layers, as expe
The overall relaxation of the top epilayer~with respect to the
GaAs substrate! is 92%, giving in-plane and out-of-plan
surface lattice constants of 5.837 and 5.870 Å, respectiv
Assuming that the strain is relaxed by the edge componen
60° dislocations, the linear misfit dislocation density is 1
3106/cm which corresponds to an areal dislocation dens
of 3.23106/cm2, distributed among the 5 interfaces. As di
cussed earlier, the etch pit densities of the substrates
,53103/cm2, which is almost 3 orders of magnitude le
than the density of dislocations required for the measu
relaxation. Thus, at each interface, new dislocations m
s

TABLE III. Summary of epilayer tilt data for multilayer InxGa12xAs samples grown atT5350 °C on substrates
misoriented by 2° towards (111)A, ~011!, and (111)B. Listed are the Layer No., indium mole fraction,x,
epilayer tilt with respect to the substrate,V, in both ^110& directions, epilayer tilt with respect to the previou
layer,Vn21 , in both ^110& directions, and the effective offcut of the substrate.

Layer No.
In Fraction

x

V ~°! Vn21 ~°! Effective Offcut ~°!

@110# @ 1̄10# @110# @ 1̄10# (111)A (111)B

(111)A
1 0.12 0.4 0 0.4 0 2.0 0
2 0.23 0.7 0 0.3 0 1.6 0
3 0.32 0.87 0 0.17 0 1.3 0
4 0.41 0.98 0 0.12 0 1.02 0
5 0.50 1.12 0 0.14 0 0.88 0
~011!
1 0.13 0.19 0.16 0.19 0.16 1.4 1.4
2 0.24 0.29 0.33 0.10 0.17 1.21 1.24
3 0.32 0.31 0.27 0.02 20.06 1.11 1.07
4 0.40 0.33 0.01 0.02 20.26 1.09 1.13
5 0.49 0.38 20.23 0.06 20.24 1.07 1.39
(111)B
1 0.14 0 0.21 0 0.21 0 2.0
2 0.23 0 0.12 0 20.09 0 1.79
3 0.32 0 20.26 0 20.38 0 1.88
4 0.46 0 20.40 0 20.14 0 2.26
5 0.50 0 20.41 0 20.01 0 2.4
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FIG. 6. Triple-axis contour maps,vmid vs uB , performed near the~224! reflection, for nominal offcuts of~a! 0°, ~b! 1.4° (111)A, and ~c! 1.4° (111)B,
respectively. The maps consist of a series ofv-2u scans, each with the same initial value of 2u and a range of initial values ofv. The contours are lines o
equal x-ray intensity, varying from 1000 to 5000 counts/s in increments of 1000 counts/s.
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have formed by a nucleation and/or multiplicatio
mechanism.16,22–24

Figure 6~a! shows a contour map of the 2° (111)A mis-
oriented sample, collected with the incident x-ray beam o
ented in the@ 1̄10# direction, for which the offcut is negli-
gible. In the plot, the substrate peak lies atu545.739°, and
the 5 steps in the buffer lie at successively smalleru. The
vmid values of the epilayer peaks are approximately the sa
as that of the substrate, indicating no measureable tilt in

@ 1̄10# direction. Similar results were obtained for the
(111)B offcut sample measured in the@110# direction. In
these cases, negligible tilt has occurred when the offcu
negligible, as expected if the offcut provides a driving for
to epilayer tilt.

Figure 6~b! shows a contour map of the 2°~011! misori-
ented sample, collected with the incident x-ray beam alig
in the @110# direction, for which the offcut is 1.4°. In the
plot, thevmid values of the epilayer peaks differ from that
the substrate peak by as much as10.38°, indicating mea-
sureable epilayer tilt. Starting from the first epilayer, t
InxGa12xAs layers have tilted 0.19, 0.29, 0.31, 0.33, a
0.38° in the@110# direction. As listed in Table III, the epil-
ayers have tilted such that the@110# miscut is reduced by
0.19, 0.10, 0.02, 0.02, and 0.05°. Similar results were
tained for the 2° (111)A offcut, with the incident x-ray beam
in @110# direction, for which the offcut is 2°~not shown!. In
that case, the InxGa12xAs layers tilted 0.4, 0.7, 0.87, 0.98
and 1.12° in the@110# direction. Furthermore, the tilt ob
served rotates each epilayer in a direction such that the
strate miscut is reduced by 0.4, 0.3, 0.17, 0.11, and 0.
Thus, in both the~011! and (111)A offcuts, the tilt in the
@110# direction rotates each epilayer such that the@110# di-
rection miscut of the substrate is reduced. The tilt is prop
tional to the offcut, decreasing as the offcut is reduced, s
i-

e
e

is

d

-

b-
°.

r-
g-

gesting that the offcut provides a driving force for tilt~as
predicted by RSS models!.

In Figure 6~c!, we present a contour map of the 2°~011!
misoriented sample, collected with the incident x-ray be

aligned in the@ 1̄10# direction, for which the offcut is 1.4°.
Here, the differences in thevmid value range from10.33° to
20.56°, indicating that initially the tilt reduces the miscu
but as the composition increases, the tilt begins to incre
the miscut. Starting from the first epilayer, the InxGa12xAs
layers have tilted 0.16, 0.33, 0.27, 0.01, and20.23° in the

@ 1̄10# direction. Thus, the epilayers have tilted such that

@ 1̄10# axis miscut is changed by 0.16, 0.17,20.06,20.26,
and 20.24° ~positive/negative values indicate a decrea
increase in offcut!. Similar results were obtained for the 2

(111)B offcut, with the incident x-ray beam in the@ 1̄10#
direction, for which the offcut is 2°~listed in Table III, but
not shown here!. Starting from the first layer, the
InxGa12xAs layers have tilted 0.21, 0.12,20.26,20.4, and

20.41° in the@ 1̄10# direction. The epilayers have tilted suc

that the@ 1̄10# miscut of the substrate is changed by 0.2
20.09,20.38,20.14, and20.01°. In both cases, the nega
tive Vn21 values, beginning with the second or third ep
layer, are an indication that the tilt has switche
directions—at those interfaces theb miscut has increased
We note that an increase inb offcut was also observed fo
the single layers grown at the highest temperature,T
5535 °C. This result—reverse tilt—is completely inconsis-
tent with the idea of the substrate offcut providing a drivi
force for the tilt. It is possible that the substrate initial
contained an unequal distribution of Burger’s vector comp
nents which influenced the distribution of dislocations p
duced by a multiplicative source. However, since the cha
in tilt direction occurs at layer Nos. 2 or 3, it is unlikely tha
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the original substrate dislocations are still influencing
distribution of dislocations.

It is interesting to note that the increase in miscut in

@ 1̄10# direction ~b tilt ! occurs after layer No. 2 in both th
(111)B and ~011! misoriented samples. It is possible that
rough surface morphology of layers Nos. 2 or 3 led to
change in the mechanism of strain relaxation. Nomarski
terference micrographs indicate that the cross hatches40,41 on
the final surfaces of the (111)B and ~011! misoriented
multilayer samples are roughened in comparison with th
observed on the surface of the (111)A misoriented sample
This may be an indication of differences in the morpholog
at the buried interfaces. In addition, atomic force microsco
indicates the presence of facets with slopes.2° on the sur-
face of the (111)B and ~011! misoriented samples.

Figure 7 shows atomic force microscopy images of
surfaces of the (111)A and (111)B misoriented samples. Th
0.5mm30.5mm images in~a! and ~b! correspond to the
(111)A and (111)B misoriented samples, respectively.
~a!, a cross-hatch trough~typical of this surface!,40,41 is
clearly visible. For the (111)B misoriented sample shown i
~b!, cross-hatch troughs are not apparent; instead, the su
contains large facets aligned along@110# directions. The
most prominent facet in~b! has sides with 3–6° slopes in th

@ 1̄10# direction. The higher resolution views~0.2 mm3
0.2 mm! shown in ~c! and ~d! for the (111)A and (111)B
misoriented samples emphasize the differences in morp
ogy of these samples. For the (111)A misorientation, shown
in ~c!, the small-lengthscale roughness observed is isotro
On the other hand, for the (111)B misorientation, shown in
~d!, the surface morphology is dominated by the^110& ori-
ented facets. The surface facets generate local offcuts in

FIG. 7. Atomic force micrographs of the surfaces of the multilayers gro
on (111)A and (111)B misoriented substrates.~a! and ~b! are 0.5
30.5 mm images of (111)A and (111)B misorientations.~c! and ~d! are
0.230.2 mm images of (111)A and (111)B misorientations. The grey-scal
ranges displayed are 234, 108, 97, and 71 Å, for~a!–~d!, respectively.
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@ 1̄10# direction which are comparable to or larger than t
macroscopic@ 1̄10# substrate offcut. Thus, the facets, pr
sumably induced by strain-induced surface diffusion, m
provide a driving force for the observed reversal inb epil-
ayer tilt which finally increases the macroscopic miscut.
similar surface-mediated effect may be occurring in t
single layer samples grown at 535 °C.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have investigated the effects of su
strate misorientation on strain relaxation in InxGa12xAs/
GaAs heterostructures. Our calculations of Schmid fact
indicate similar dislocation activation energies and glide
locities for 60°a andb dislocation slip systems, but unequ
Schmid factors for 30 and 90°a andb partial dislocation slip
systems. Thus, classical models for 60° dislocation nu
ation and glide predict thata andb slip systems have simila
activation energies for dislocation nucleation and simi
glide velocities. These models also predict that epilayer
will reduce the substrate miscut. However, measurement
single InxGa12xAs (0.10<x<0.13) layers, grown atT
<515 °C, reveal asymmetries in strain relaxation which d
pend on the substrate misorientation direction and ma
tude. The direction of highest strain relaxation can be c
trolled by the direction of substrate misorientation, while t
percent of strain relaxation asymmetry can be controlled
the magnitude of substrate misorientation. In symmetrica
relaxed multilayer structures~grown at 350 °C and anneale
for ten minutes at 450 °C!, epilayer tilt which increases the
(111)B miscut~i.e., reverse tilt! is observed to be correlate
with the presence of micron-scale facets presumably aris
from strain-induced surface diffusion. Thisreverse tiltis also
observed in single layers grown at higher temperatu
~535 °C!. We discuss possible nucleation and/or glid
limited mechanisms for asymmetric relaxation in lattic
mismatched zincblende semiconductor systems. These
clude nucleation limited by 90° partial dislocations, glid
limited by interacting thread segments, and a mechan
based on the formation ofa and b misfit dislocations by
forward and backward glidinga thread segments, respe
tively. These results suggest that local surface or interf
step morphologies are more important than bulk stress
fects in determining dislocation nucleation and glide in t
InGaAs/GaAs system. Further work is needed in order
fully understand the interplay between growth condition
dislocation nucleation, and strain relaxation in lattic
mismatched semiconductor films and heterostructures.
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APPENDIX A

In III-V compounds, there are eight possible 60° dis
cation slip systems. In addition, the 60° dislocations can
sociate into 30 and 90° partial dislocations, which may p
a role in dislocation nucleation in the InGaAs/GaA
system.16 Thus, a total of 24 slip systems are possible. In t
appendix, we present calculations of the RSS on these
systems for substrate misorientations towards~011! and
(111)A @the RSS for (111)B is a 90° rotation of (111)A#.
For these calculations, several coordinate system transfo
tions were implemented, using the following transformati
matrix:42

F i • i 8 j • i 8 k• i 8

i • j 8 j • j 8 k• j 8

i •k8 j •k8 k•k8
G , ~A1!

where (i , j ,k)5(x1 ,x2 ,x3), the initial coordinate system
and (i 8, j 8,k8)5(x18 ,x28 ,x38), the final coordinate system
Section A1 presents the matrices which transform the Ca
sian coordinate system to the coordinate system for each
system. In Secs. A2 and A3, for the~011! and (111)A
offcuts, the misfit stress at the interface is resolved onto
e
p-

-
-

y

s
lip

a-

e-
lip

e

~001! plane, in the Cartesian coordinate system. The st
tensor is then resolved on the glide plane in the glide dir
tion for each slip system, using the calculated transforma
matrices.

A1. Cartesian-slip system transformation

Table IV summarizes the coordinate systems for each
the 24 slip systems. Using Eq.~A1!, the matrices which
transform the Cartesian coordinate system to the slip sys
coordinate system are composed of rows of the coordin
system vectors, as follows:

Ti j 5F x1

x2

x3

G . ~A2!

As an example, the matrix which transforms the Cartes
system to the 60°a/2@101̄# ~111! slip system is shown in Eq
~A3!:

Ti j 5F 21/A6 22/A6 21/A6

1/A6 0 21/&

1/) 1/) 1/)
G . ~A3!

A2. „011… Misorientation

For the~011! offcut, the first transformation performe
rotates the surface normal back to~001!. As shown in Fig. 8,
0,
TABLE IV. Summary of the coordinate systems, (x1 ,x2 ,x3), for the eight possible slip systems with 60, 3
and 90° dislocations.

Dislocation Line Burger’s Vector Glide Plane x1 x2 x3

@ 1̄10# ~a! ~1! 60° a/2@101̄# ~111! a/A6@ 1̄21̄# a/&@101̄# a/)@111#

30° a/6@211# a/&@01̄1# a/A6@211# a/)@111#

90° a/6@112̄# a/&@ 1̄10# a/A6@112̄# a/)@111#

~2! 60° a/2@011̄# ~111! a/A6@211# a/&@011̄# a/)@111#

30° a/6@ 1̄21̄# a/&@101̄# a/A6@ 1̄21̄# a/)@111#

90° a/6@112̄# a/&@ 1̄10# a/A6@112̄# a/)@111#

~3! 60° a/2@101# (111) a/A6@121# a/&@101# a/)@111#
30° a/6@21̄1# a/&@011# a/A6@21̄1# a/)@111#

90° a/6@112# a/&@ 1̄10# a/A6@112# a/)@111#

~4! 60° a/2@011# (111) a/A6@ 2̄11̄# a/&@011# a/)@111#

30° a/6@ 1̄21# a/&@ 1̄01̄# a/A6@ 1̄21# a/)@111#

90° a/6@112# a/&@ 1̄10# a/A6@112# a/)@111#

@110# ~b! ~5! 60° a/2@ 1̄01̄# (1̄11) a/A6@121# a/&@ 1̄01̄# a/)@ 1̄11#
30° a/6@211# a/&@01̄1# a/A6@211# a/)@ 1̄11#
90° a/6@ 1̄12̄# a/&@110# a/A6@ 1̄12̄# a/)@ 1̄11#

~6! 60° a/2@011̄# (1̄11) a/A6@211# a/&@011̄# a/)@ 1̄11#
30° a/6@121̄# a/&@ 1̄01̄# a/A6@121̄# a/)@ 1̄11#
90° a/6@ 1̄12̄# a/&@110# a/A6@ 1̄12̄# a/)@ 1̄11#

~7! 60° a/2@ 1̄01# (11̄1) a/A6@121# a/&@ 1̄01# a/)@11̄1#
30° a/6@211# a/&@011# a/A6@211# a/)@11̄1#
90° a/6@ 1̄12# a/&@110# a/A6@ 1̄12# a/)@11̄1#

~8! 60° a/2@011# (11̄1) a/A6@211# a/&@011# a/)@11̄1#
30° a/6@121# a/&@ 1̄01# a/A6@121# a/)@11̄1#
90° a/6@ 1̄12# a/&@110# a/A6@ 1̄12# a/)@11̄1#
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the coordinate system~@100#,@010#-d,@001#-d! is transformed
to ~@100#,@010#,@001#!, using the matrix~A4!:

Ti j 5F 1 0 0

0 cosd sin d

0 2sin d cosd
G . ~A4!

Using the transformation matrix~A4!, the interfacial biaxial
compressive stresss5s115s22, is resolved onto the~001!
plane by the expression,s i j8 5Til Tjms lm . Thus, the stress on
the ~001! plane, in the cartesian coordinate system becom

s85sF 1 0 0

0 cos2 d 2sin d cosd

0 2sin d cosd sin2 d
G . ~A5!

FIG. 8. Illustration of coordinate transformation for the~011! misoriented
substrate, which rotates the surface normal back to~001!. The coordinate
system~@100#,@010#-d,@001#-d! is transformed to~@100#,@010#,@001#!.
s:

Finally, the stress tensor in~A5! is resolved into each par
ticular slip system, using the expression,s i j9 5Til Tjms lm8 .10

The stress component which corresponds to the stress o
glide plane in the glide direction, or resolved shear stress
s329 , which becomes:

s329 5~T31T211T32T22 cos2 d2~T32T23

1T33T22!sin d cosd1T33T23 sin2 d!s. ~A6!

Using Table IV and Eq.~A6!, the resolved shear stresses a
calculated for each slip system, leading to results simila
previous calculations.13 The factors preceedings, the
Schmid factors, are summarized in Table V.

A3. „111…A misorientation

For the (111)A offcut, two transformations are per
formed. The first transformation, shown in Fig. 9~a!, rotates
the surface normal back to~001!. The coordinate system
(@110#-d,@ 1̄10#,@001#-d) is transformed to
(@110#,@ 1̄10#,@001#) using the matrix~A7!:

Ti j 5F cosd 0 sin d

0 1 0

sin d 0 cosd
G ~A7!

and the stress on the~001! plane, in the (@110#,@ 1̄10#,@001#)
coordinate system becomes:
TABLE V. Calculated Schmid factors for the eight slip systems with 60, 30, and 90° dislocations. The substrate is misoriented byd towards (111)A or ~011!
~(111)B is a 90° rotation of (111)A.

Dislocation
Line

Burger’s
Vector

Glide
Plane

Tilt
Component

Schmid factor

(111)A ~011!

@ 1̄10# ~a! ~1! 60° a/2@101̄# ~111! down 1/A6@cos2 d1(1/&)sind cosd2sin2 d# 1/A6@cos2 d1sind cosd#

30° a/6@211# 1/A18@cos2 d1(1/&)sind cosd2sin2 d# 1/A18@112 sind cosd#
90° a/6@112̄# 2/A18@cos2 d1(1/&)sind cosd2sin2 d# 1/A18@2 cos2 d1sind cosd2sin2 d#

~2! 60° a/2@011̄# ~111! down 1/A6@cos2 d1(1/&)sind cosd2sin2 d# 1/A6@cos2 d2sin2 d#

30° a/6@ 1̄21̄# 1/A18@cos2 d1(1/&)sind cosd2sin2 d# 1/A18@cos2 d2sind cosd22 sin2 d#

90° a/6@112̄# 2/A18@cos2 d1(1/&)sind cosd2sin2 d# 1/A18@2 cos2 d1sind cosd2sin2 d#

~3! 60° a/2@101# (111) up 1/A6@sin2 d1(1/&)sind cosd2cos2 d# 1/A6@sind cosd2cos2 d#
30° a/6@21̄1# 1/A18@sin2 d1(1/&)sind cosd2cos2 d# 1/A18@2 sind cosd21#

90° a/6@112# 2/A18@sin2 d1(1/&)sind cosd2cos2 d# 1/A18@sin2 d1sind cosd22 cos2 d#
~4! 60° a/2@011# (111) up 1/A6@sin2 d1(1/&)sind cosd2cos2 d# 1/A6@sin2 d2cos2 d#

30° a/6@ 1̄21# 1/A18@sin2 d1(1/&)sind cosd2cos2 d# 1/A18@2 sin2 d2sind cosd2cos2 d#

90° a/6@112# 2/A18@sin2 d1(1/&)sind cosd2cos2 d# 1/A18@sin2 d1sind cosd22 cos2 d#

@110# ~b! ~5! 60° a/2@ 1̄01̄# (1̄11) down 1/A6@cos2 d1(1/&)sind cosd# 1/A6@cos2 d1sind cosd#

30° a/6@211# 1/A18@cos2 d1(3/&)sind cosd# 1/A18@112 sind cosd#
90° a/6@ 1̄12̄# 22/A18@cos2 d# 1/A18@2 cos2 d1sind cosd2sin2 d#

~6! 60° a/2@011̄# (1̄11) down 1/A6@cos2 d1(1/&)sind cosd# 1/A6@cos2 d2sin2 d#

30° a/6@121̄# 1/A18@cos2 d2(3/&)sind cosd# 1/A18@cos2 d2sind cosd22 sin2 d#

90° a/6@ 1̄12̄# 22/A18@cos2 d# 1/A18@2 cos2 d1sind cosd2sin2 d#

~7! 60° a/2@ 1̄01# (11̄1) up 1/A6@(1/&)sind cosd2cos2 d# 1/A6@sind cosd2cos2 d#

30° a/6@211# 1/A18@(3/&)sind cosd2cos2 d# 1/A18@2 sind cosd2c1#
90° a/6@ 1̄12# 2/A18@cos2 d# 2/A18@sin2d1sind cosd22 cos2 d#

~8! 60° a/2@011# (11̄1) up 21/A6@(1/&)sind cosd2cos2 d# 1/A6@sin2 d2cos2 d#

30° a/6@121# 21/A18@cos2 d1(3/&)sind cosd# 21/A18@2 sin2 d2sind cosd2cos2 d#
90° a/6@ 1̄12# 2/A18@cos2 d# 2/A18@sin2 d1sind cosd22 cos2 d#
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s85sF cos2 d 0 2sin d cosd

0 1 0

2sin d cosd 0 sin2 d
G . ~A8!

In the second transformation, shown in Fig. 9~b!, the
(@110#,@ 1̄10#,@001#) coordinate system is transformed to t
Cartesian coordinate system,~@100#,@010#,@001#! using ma-
trix ~A9!:

Ti j 5F 21/& 21/& 0

1/& 1/& 0

0 0 1
G ~A9!

and the stress on the~001! plane, in the Cartesian coordina
system becomes:

F 1/2~cos2 d11! 1/2~cos2 d21! 21/&~sin d cosd!

1/2~cos2 d21! 1/2~cos2 d11! 21/&~sin d cosd!

21/&~sin d cosd! 21/&~sin d cosd! sin2 d
G .

~A10!

Finally, the stress tensor in A10 is resolved into each s
system, using the expressions i j-5Til Tjms lm9 . The resolved
shear stress iss32- , which becomes:

s32- 5$1/2~cos2 d11!@T31T211T32T22#11/2~cos2 d

21!@T31T221T32T21#21/&~sin d cosd!@T31T23

1T32T231T33T211T33T22#1sin2 dT33T23%s.

~A11!

Using Table IV and Eq.~A11!, the resolved shear stress
are calculated for each slip system, and the resulting Sch
factors are summarized in Table V.

FIG. 9. Illustration of coordinate system transformations for the (111A
misoriented substrate, which~a! rotates the surface normal back to~001!
and ~b! rotates the coordinate system into the Cartesian system. In~a!

the coordinate system (@110#-d,@ 1̄10#,@001#-d) is transformed to

~@110#,@1̄10#,@001#!. In ~b! the coordinate system (@110#,@ 1̄10#,@001#) is
transformed to~@100#,@010#,@001#!.
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